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hello Bart, 
Thank You for reading my objective, evidence based analysis, and reaction to your published article of 
"Trumpaphobia/Fordaphobia/Truthophobia". 
You would be quite surprised if you ventured out of your circle of bohemians, pc delusionals, career 
spewniversity groupies (and their cult leader innefectual profs), duplicitous media clowns (watch the 
video of cnn liar jim acosta having a cry baby suck attack when the thousands of working class 
Hispanics & Afros in Miami damn near lynch mobbed him), hollywood falldowns, and other assorted 
imbeciles (ndp & fiberal seditionist hypocrites).
If you did venture out beyond your cloister into the real world and engage real people with jobs and 
productive businesses & careers that contribute to our prosperous Western Civilization you'd start to 
understand just how important PRESIDENT Ford & friends are, and just how DELIGHTED we the 
Moral Majority are to see a stop put to the destruction of our society from outside & within, a stop to: 
-iran & nk psychos and their nuke plans,
-militant homo agenda seeking to brainwash our children into dismissing family values & compliance 
to molestation,
-unvetted illegal invaders that hate us, (like jihadstin's "re-integrated" isis Danforth/YongeSt terrorist 
child killer sociopaths).  
-taxation perversion & squandering deficits,
-assholes like trugrope "oppose my immorality and you're an enemy of Canadian values"... what a 
fucking shit sucking, shit spewing fucking imbecile!
-dismembering living children being called "women's rights" duh, that one's a no brainer unless you 
have ZERO morals & ZERO ethical discernment. 
-constant virtue-signalling delusion and vote grovelling falsifications, for example, FACT: residential 
schools were established to deal with a HORRIFIC CRISIS OF DEATH and to rescue abused & 
neglected native children who were filthy, diseased, starving, illiterate, and would have DIED EN 
MASSE if left on the squalid fetid reservations, their once semi-functional "culture" decimated by 
alcoholism and destruction of their means of natural survival. 
The FACT is that today natives enjoy a near TRIPLING of their lifespan, there are now FIVE TIMES 
as many alive as before colonization, and they enjoy a much better quality of life, protections, 
privileges, opportunities, and OUTRIGHT ADVANTAGES more than at any time in history or any 
place on earth (as do women, minorities, gays, the disabled & disadvantaged..!!!). 
But these FACTS, these GIFTS from WHITE MALE "COLONIAL" CHRISTIANS... the GIFT of 
Modern Western Civilization & Prosperity, the Human Rights that are founded on the teaching & life 
example of the INARGUABLY most positively influential person to ever live JESUS, who selflessly 
gave his life and in so doing founded the world you leftwing supremacist kooks so ungratefully & 
undeservedly enjoy today... these FACTS are not digestible if you have a dismissive delusional 
duplicitous hypocritical inability to engage in rational thought and objective reasoning. 
As with all lefties, all you can do is tantrum, label & name-call, fear monger & divide, spew bigotry 
"black this, white that, native this, isLIEmaphobia that, Gay this, women that" blah blah blah... the 
concept that people are people and should considered for their words actions and +/- contributions, not 
for colour/gender or whatever label you hypocrite fiberals try to classify them as, is completely beyond 
the grasp of your stunted intellect. 
So when you are ready to accept reality, and stop printing substance-less attacks on Patriotic & 
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Accomplished Men of Honour such as PRESIDENT Trump, when you are ready to offer some valid 
discourse & dissent that has reason & evidence to back your opinions, when you can provide some 
rational grounds for your criticism, do let me know, I'll be pleased to listen and consider your views. 
But as long as you engage in the vapid, vacuous silliness of crummy intellect, you will be taken to task 
for it. 
So in closing Bart: It's time for You and your dishevelled crew to grow up, join the real world, smell the
coffee, face the music, detox & rehab if that's your problem, and start contributing to society if you 
somehow think you are better & more virtuos than the wonderful Doug Ford, PRESIDENT Trump, 
Ezra Levant, Viktor Orbán, Nigel Farage, Tommy Robinson, Kevin J. Johnson, Pat Conlin, Marine 
LePen, Maxime Bernier, Nikki Haley, Gov. Rubio, and so many more Valiant Crusaders in defence of 
our civilized prosperity & decency. 
As it stands you & crummy should go live in yemen or libya or north korea or a swedestan NoGoZone 
or venezuela or iran or zimbabwe or somolia or south africa for a year or two. If you even manage to 
survive with your attitude of know it all superiority you may just return with some respect for our 
DEMOCRACIES that put great defenders of Freedom in power, after giving duplicitous virtue 
signaller hypocrites like crapleen wyn, obama & jihadstin trugrope a fair try and rejecting them in 
disgust for their blatant incompetence, sedition, dereliction of duty, and duplicitous disregard for the 
Safety & Security of our Great Nations. 
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